Course Code: RUSS E3015

Course Title: Grammar, Syntax And Comprehension

Prerequisites: Pass in the level II examination

Learning outcome: After completion of this course unit the students will be able, to equip the student with a comprehensive knowledge of following topics: Uses of these cases, verbs of motion, the aspects of verbs, the complex sentences direct and verbal adverbs construction
to give the student the competence to analyze the content and grammatical structure of a given passage.
to develop communication strategies.
to express ideas and to given and an account on a given topic.
to analyze a given text and to synthesis the content/ factual information.
to translate a given passage in to mother language.

Course Contents: Uses of the cases, verbs of motion, the aspects of verbs, the complex sentences, to analyze the content and grammatical structure of a given passage. Translation of a given passage into Sinhala and Sinhala passage into Russian. Writing and essay on a given topic. (A three hour written Examination)

Assessment: 30% based on the oral examination held at the end of the year, 70% based on the written examination held at the end of the year.

Prescribed Texts:

Russian Grammar Vol. I&II

Третий уровень. Филология. (C аудиокассетой) ISBN 5-86547-149-х

Мксимов В.И., Одеков Р.В. Учебный словарь справочник русских грамматических терминов Издательство Златоуст 2000. ISBN 5-86547-069-8

Tolstoy, L. N. "War and Peace"
Chekov, A. P. " selected short stories
Sholohov, M. selected short stories